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Abstract: The first proton transport step following photon absorption in bacteriorhodopsin is from the 13-
cis retinal Schiff base to Asp85. Configurational and energetic determinants of this step are investigated
here by performing quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical minimum-energy reaction-path calculations.
The results suggest that retinal can pump protons when in the 13-cis, 15-anti conformation but not when
13-cis, 15-syn. Decomposition of the proton transfer energy profiles for various possible pathways reveals
a conflict between the effect of the intrinsic proton affinities of the Schiff base and Asp85, which favors the
neutral, product state (i.e., with Asp85 protonated), with the mainly electrostatic interaction between the
protein environment with the reacting partners, which favors the ion pair reactant state (i.e., with retinal
protonated). The rate-limiting proton-transfer barrier depends both on the relative orientations of the proton
donor and acceptor groups and on the pathway followed by the proton; depending on these factors, the
barrier may arise from breaking and forming of hydrogen bonds involving the Schiff base, Asp85, Asp212,
and water w402, and from nonbonded interactions involving protein groups that respond to the charge
rearrangements in the Schiff base region.

Introduction

Proton transfer plays a crucial role in biological processes,
such as enzyme catalysis and the creation of proton gradients
by membrane-bound proteins. A well-studied example of the
latter type of system is bacteriorhodopsin, a light-driven proton
pump found in the purple membrane of the archeabacterium
Halobacterium salinarium(for recent reviews, see refs 1-3).
Bacteriorhodopsin is a seven-helix membrane protein to which
a retinal chromophore is covalently bound via a protonated
Schiff base. Due to its relatively small size and high stability,
bacteriorhodopsin is an excellent model system for cellular ion
pumps. The absorption of one photon triggers a photocycle
comprising an initial isomerization of the retinal chromophore
followed by five proton transport steps. The net effect of one
cycle is the transport of one proton from the cytoplasmic to the
extracellular side of the membrane. The absorbed light energy
is thus converted into an electrochemical gradient that is used
by the cell to synthesize adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Under-
standing the atomic-detail mechanism of proton transport in
bacteriorhodopsin and how it is coupled to conformational
change should provide valuable insight into physical mecha-
nisms of active transport in biology.

Perhaps the best characterized proton transfer step is the first
one, from the Schiff base to Asp85 over a∼4 Å distance. This
transfer occurs between the L and M states of the bacterio-
rhodopsin photocycle. The L intermediate forms through the
decay of the previous, photoisomerized K state, and it itself
decays into M on a∼10 µs time scale.4 The atomic-detail
mechanism by which the first proton transfer step occurs is not
completely understood due to difficulties in experimentally
characterizing the associated transition state(s) required to define
reaction mechanisms. Based on X-ray crystallography, Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and site-directed mu-
tagenesis, several models have been proposed. The mechanism
is likely to depend on whether the Schiff base NH bond orients
toward the extracellular or cytoplasmic side of the protein. This
orientation is the subject of debate, as also are the protocols for
trapping and assigning the relevant photocycle intermediates.3,5,6

For the retinal in the pre-proton-transfer states, both extracellular
and cytoplasmic orientations of the Schiff base NH groups have
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been proposed. An extracellular Schiff base orientation achieved
through significant twisting of single and/or double bonds was
proposed based on theoretical7 and X-ray crystallography data.8,9

From this retinal configuration either a direct transfer to Asp85
or water-mediated proton transfer to Asp85 is conceivable.7,9,10

For a cytoplasmic Schiff base orientation, as has also been
proposed,6 putative proton-transfer pathways are (i) direct to
Asp85,6 (ii) via Thr89,6,11 or (iii) via dissociation of water
molecule w402 that in the initial (bR) state bridges the Schiff
base with Asp85 and Asp212 via hydrogen bonds.2,10

Not only the preferred pathway for the first proton-transfer
step must be understood, but also what triggers the proton
transfer and what the molecular origin is of the associated∼10
kcal/mol energy barrier.4 It has been suggested that particularly
important events involve changes in the relative pKa values of
the donor and acceptor groups12 due to light-induced charge
separation13 and are modulated by structural water,14,15hydrogen-
bonding interactions,16 the retinal isomeric state,7,17 the donor/
acceptor relative orientation and coupling to protein dielectric.18

Over the years, several theoretical investigations have comple-
mented experiment by providing valuable data on the physico-
chemical properties of retinal, both isolated and in the protein
environment.19-24 For example, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of increasing complexity have been performed,
including a ns time scale simulation of the whole purple
membrane.25 Free energy simulations correctly predicted the
presence of a chain of four water molecules connecting Asp96
to the Schiff base26 that was only recently observed by X-ray
crystallography.27 Multiconformation continuum electrostatics
analysis has demonstrated a long-range coupling between the
Schiff base region and the extracellular proton release site,28 as
had been suggested from experiment.29 Other electrostatic
calculations have suggested that Thr89 may participate in a
proton-transfer pathway.30

Theoretical investigations of possible proton-transfer path-
ways in bR are complicated by computer power limitations.
Accurate quantum mechanical methods are required to describe

proton transfer, but the quantum mechanical treatment of the
whole protein (about 3000 atoms in the case of bacteriorho-
dopsin) would be computationally prohibitive. Instead, to
simulate proton transfer in proteins, a combined quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methodology can
be used. QM/MM approaches combine a quantum mechanical
treatment of those protein groups that are candidates for
participating in the chemical reaction with a faster, molecular
mechanical description of the environment.31-33 In recent years
QM/MM approaches have been used to examine the role of
the hydrogen-bonded network in the nonisomerized retinal
configuration,34 obtain insights into the structure of the K state
and its decay product KL,35,36investigate the dynamics of proton
transfer from Asp96 to the deprotonated Schiff base,37 and
understand the factors determining the absorption maxima of
retinal proteins23,38-41 and the quantum dynamics of retinal
photoisomerization.36,42

In the present work we employ QM/MM minimum-energy
path calculations to investigate the proton transfer energy
profiles in bacteriorhodopsin for various retinal isomeric states.
The calculations reveal that, unlike 13-cis, 15-anti, the 13-cis,
15-syn retinal state is not compatible with an active, proton
pumping photocycle. Regardless of the relative orientation of
the retinal Schiff base and Asp85, the proton transfer energy
profiles are mainly determined by two opposite-sign contribu-
tions, one of which being the interaction between Asp85 and
the 13-cis retinal, strongly favoring proton transfer, and the other
arising from the protein electrostatic environment that stabilizes
the ion pair state and gives rise to a proton transfer barrier.

Methods

Model System. Three main retinal isomeric states have been
proposed for the isomerized, pre-proton-transfer K and L states. These
are (i) 13-cis, 14-trans, 15-anti retinal, which can be oriented toward
the cytoplasmic side43,44 (Figure 1A) or, through significant twisting,
toward the extracellular side of the membrane;8,45 (ii) extracellular
13,14-dicis retinal (Figure 1B), whose existence prior to the first
proton transfer step has been the subject of debate;7,46,47 and (iii) 13-
cis, 14-trans, 15-syn twisted retinal (Figure 1C), as indicated by a
putative L-state structure.9 We modeled and used for proton transfer
calculations all the above retinal configurations.

As discussed in the Introduction, the structures of the bacteriorho-
dopsin intermediates and the corresponding chromophore configurations
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are still under discussion. For example, it has been argued that the
L-state structure of ref 44 was solved using a protein sample
significantly contaminated with other intermediates.5,48 Even though
subtle conformational changes occurring prior to retinal deprotonation
may be important for proton transfer, spectroscopic data indicate that
only small global protein conformational changes take place in the first
half of the photocycle.1,49,50 Therefore, we used the K-state structure
of ref 43 to model end states having 13-cis, 14-trans, 15-anti retinal.
The 13,14-dicis model was obtained by applying a rigid torsion of 180°
around the retinal C14-C15 single bond in the K-state structure of ref
43. The L-state structure of ref 9 was used to model retinal in the 13-
cis, 15-syn configuration.

The crystal structures have several unresolved residues. The missing
terminal residues are unlikely to influence the reaction mechanism under
investigation and were not included. Instead, the protein was capped
with neutral groups (CH3-CO- and -NH-CH3 for the N and C
termini, respectively). Missing internal side chains were modeled using
CHARMM.51 The structures used in the present calculations consisted
of 227 protein residues, from Thr5 to Gly231 inclusive. Hydrogen atoms
not visible in the experimental structures were included using the
HBUILD facility of CHARMM. 52 The calculations were performed
for an isolated bacteriorhodopsin monomer.

A. Protonation States. Asp96, Asp115, and Glu204 were modeled
in their uncharged form, as indicated by experiment.53,54 Standard
protonation states were assumed for the remaining protein groups.

B. Water Molecules. All water molecules present in the crystal
structures were included in the calculations. The location of water
molecules that can hydrogen bond to the proton donor and/or acceptor
is likely to be important in determining the proton-transfer mechanism.55

No water molecule is found in the hydrogen-bonding distance from
the Schiff base in the crystal structure of ref 43. However, recent FTIR55

and crystallographic data8,9 indicate that in the K-, L-, and early-M-
states, water w402 is in a position close to that in the bR state. Based
on the above considerations, water w402 was included in all calcula-
tions.

C. Mobile Region. In all path calculations a part of the protein
backbone was fixed. The subset of atoms whose coordinates were
allowed to change (the mobile region) consisted of 827 atoms
comprising the retinal, one layer of surrounding amino acid residues,
and other water molecules and protein groups for which flexibility was
suspected to be possibly coupled to proton transfer.

D. Quantum Mechanical Region. A total of 86 atoms were treated
quantum mechanically. These comprise the proton donor and acceptor
groups (retinal and Asp85, respectively) and other groups that might
potentially serve as intermediate proton carriers: Thr89, Asp212, and
w402.

E. QM/MM Frontier Bonds. The boundary dividing the quantum
and classical regions was chosen at the Câ-Cγ covalent bond in Lys216,
as test calculations revealed that neither the geometry nor the proton
affinity of retinal is affected by the link atom when placed in this
position. In the cases of Thr89, Asp85, and Asp212 residues, the link
atom was attached to the Câ atom. To avoid artifactual polarization of
the frontier bond that can take place due to the presence of nonzero
charges on the classical atom of the frontier bond,56 the partial charge
on the classical partner of the frontier bond (i.e, CR ) was set to zero.

F. Potential Energy Function. The total energy of the QM/MM
system is given by

whereEQM describes the interaction energy of all quantum mechanical
electrons and nuclei,EMM describes the bonded and nonbonded
interactions of the MM atoms, andEQM/MM gives the energy of all
interactions between the quantum and classical particles.

Interactions between the classical atoms (EMM) are given by the
potential energy function of CHARMM51 with the parameter set 2257

for aromatic side chains and parameter set 1958 for the rest of the protein.
EMM contains harmonic terms corresponding to bonded interactions
including covalent bond stretches, valence angle bending, and improper
angles. A sinusoidal dihedral angle term is also included. Lenard-
Jones, van der Waals, and Coulombic terms represent the nonbonded
interactions. Here, the Coulombic term was smoothly brought to zero
by multiplying by a cubic switch function from 7 to 14 Å. The relative
dielectric constant was set to 1. The TIP3P model was used to describe
the MM water molecules.59

Minimization of the end states requires about 1000 energy calls each,
and the calculation of a single proton transport path, about 10 000 calls.
Given the computational cost, it was not possible to optimize the
pathways using a high-level ab initio quantum mechanical treatment
of the reaction region. The solution to this problem employed here is
to use an approximate method for path optimizations that can describe
bond breaking and forming with reasonable levels of accuracy and
computational cost. The energy profiles of the thus calculated pathways
were subsequently refined with higher-level single point calculations.
The methods and basis sets used for both finding the paths and the
single-point calculations were chosen based on their accuracy in
describing proton transfer energies, retinal/acetate relative proton
affinities, and retinal structural and torsional properties. In a QM/MM
study of the proton transfer reactions in triose phosphatase isomerase,
it was found that the approximate DFT method self-consistent charge
density functional tight binding (SCC-DFTB60) agrees to within 2-4
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Figure 1. Different configurations of 13-cis retinal. (A) 14-trans, 15-anti;
(B) 14-cis, 15-anti; (C) 14-trans, 15-syn.

E ) EQM + EMM + EQM/MM (1)
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kcal/mol with B3LYP/6-31+G** for the proton-transfer barriers.61 Also,
for the description of the geometry and torsional barriers for retinal
models, SCC-DFTB is in good agreement with B3LYP/6-31G*.62

However, the standard SCC-DFTB differs by∼10 kcal/mol from
B3LYP/6-31G** in the binding energy of a proton to a neutral nitrogen
forming a cation. In the present work we use a special parametrization
of the Schiff base NH bond, such that the SCC-DFTB and B3LYP/6-
31G** agree to within 2 kcal/mol in describing the proton affinity of
acetate relative to retinal. Moreover, the two methods agree with each
other to within 1-3 kcal/mol in describing the reactant and product
energy differences for the proton transfer pathways investigated here.
Pursuant to these considerations it was decided to use SCC-DFTB to
describe the quantum-mechanical region for the calculation of the
possible proton transport pathways. Subsequently, single-point B3LYP/
6-31G** energy calls were performed on the SCC-DFTB/MM-
optimized pathways.

In cases such as bacteriorhodopsin, where the boundary between
the QM and MM regions crosses covalent bonds,EQM/MM consists of a
sum of bonded and nonbonded interactions:

whereEnb
QM/MM gives the nonbonded interactions and the bonded term

Eb
QM/MM ensures the correct geometrical positioning of the QM

subsystem with respect to the MM part. In the hydrogen link-atom
approach adopted here, the bonded terms include valence angle and
dihedral angle terms that extend at most to the second quantum
mechanical atom. In computing the van der Waals interactions between
quantum nuclei and classical atoms (Evdw

QM/MM), the QM atoms are
assigned the van der Waals parameters of the MM atoms. The Coulomb
interactions between the QM and MM parts (Ecoul

QM/MM) are calculated
according to the SCC-DFTB61 and GAMESS-UK63/CHARMM51

implementations.
In the Results section theE andEQM energy terms are decomposed

according to eqs 1 and 2. The MM interactions are decomposed as
follows:

where the superscripts “nb” and “b” denote nonbonded and bonded
interactions, respectively, “coul” indicates Coulombic, and “vdw”, van
der Waals interactions.

The QM/MM energy profiles obtained using SCC-DFTB and
B3LYP/6-31G** for the description of the QM part are denoted SCC-
DFTB/MM and B3LYP/MM, respectively.

Energy Minimization. Each reactant and product state was QM/
MM energy minimized using the SCC-DFTB module of CHARMM.61

The minimizations were performed to an RMS energy gradient of 10-3

kcal/mol Å. During the minimizations harmonic constraints were placed
on the heavy atoms and were progressively weakened, from 10 kcal/
mol to 1 kcal/mol with a step size of 1 kcal/mol, and subsequently
from 1 kcal/mol to zero with a step size of 0.1 kcal/mol. The QM/
MM-optimized reactant states deviate by 0.5 Å relative to the starting
structures (rmsd values).

Reaction Path Method.Kinetic studies of the bacteriorhodopsin
photocycle indicate that enthalpy dominates the free-energy barrier of
the primary proton transfer.4 This concurs with the observation that no

significant protein conformational changes occur in the first half of
the photocycle.1 Consequently, as a first approximation we can equate
potential energy barriers with free energy barriers.

To compute minimum energy pathways and locate all saddle points
along these pathways, we applied the Conjugate Peak Refinement
algorithm (CPR64) as implemented in the TREK module of CHARMM.
The CPR method has allowed the mechanism of several complex
transitions in proteins to be understood65 and has been combined with
QM/MM in the investigation of chemical reactions.66

The a priori definition of a reaction coordinate is not required in
CPR calculations. However, energy-minimized end states (i.e., reactant
and product states) are required. Here we denote asreactant state(R)
the state characterized by a protonated Schiff base and unprotonated
Asp85. Unprotonated retinal and protonated Asp85 define theproduct
state (P). In the present work we investigate only very local charge
rearrangement. The larger-scale protein response to the changed charge
distribution in the active site will be addressed in future calculations.
Accordingly, both end states of the reaction were prepared starting from
the same crystal structure. The Schiff base NH orientation in each
reactant and product state is specified using the labels EC (extracellular)
and CP (cytoplasmic). CP-R and CP-P1/CP-P2 denote reactant and
two product states with cytoplasmic orientations of the Schiff base NH
group. Similarly, the Schiff base has an extracellular orientation in the
end states labeled EC-R1/EC-R2 (reactants) and EC-P (product).

Path segments between the saddle points were further refined using
the synchronous chain minimization (SCM) algorithm, a “locally
updated-plane” procedure67 implemented in the TREK module. SCM
minimizes path points to bring them closer to the valley of the energy
surface.

Results

Reactant and Product States.QM/MM-optimized reactant
and product states were prepared for each of the three main
retinal configurations considered here (Figure 1A-C). Sche-
matic representations of the active site in each of the reactant
and product states used in the path calculations are given in
Figure 2A-F.

A. End States with 13-cis, 14-trans, 15-anti Retinal (Figure
1A). As a result of the constraints used during the refinement
procedure, the crystal structure of ref 43, used here to model
the 13-cis, 15-anti states, contains a cytoplasmically oriented
planar retinal. In the QM/MM-optimized CP-R state (reactant
with cytoplasmic-oriented Schiff base, see Figure 2A), the Schiff
base region of the retinal is twisted toward Thr89. A hydrogen
bonding network extends from the cytoplasmically oriented
Schiff base to Asp212 via Thr89, Asp85, and water w402. The
existence of an Asp85/Thr89 hydrogen bond prior to proton
transfer agrees with conclusions drawn from FTIR spectroscopic
data.68 In the corresponding product state CP-P1 (product with
cytoplasmic-oriented Schiff base, see Figure 2B), this hydrogen
bond is broken as a result of the displacement toward the
extracellular side of the Asp85 protonated side chain. The Schiff
base region of the deprotonated retinal is still twisted. The Thr89
hydroxyl group reorients toward the deprotonated Schiff base.
No significant protein conformational differences are observed
between CP-R and CP-P1.

B. End States with 13,14-dicis, 15-anti Retinal (Figure 1B).
The EC-R1 reactant state (extracellular-oriented Schiff base)
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with retinal in a 13,14-dicis configuration is characterized by a
highly twisted retinal hydrogen bonding to Asp212 (Figure 2C).
Interestingly, the EC-R1 active-site geometry is similar to that
of the twisted 13-cis, 14-trans retinal proposed for the crystal
structure K intermediate.8 The pathway from EC-R1 to CP-R

comes over a<2 kcal/mol energy barrier. CP-R is 8.5 kcal/
mol lower in energy than EC-R1. The small energy barrier
associated with this 13,14-dicis to 13-cis, 14-trans conversion
arises fromEnb

QM/MM (4.5 kcal/mol), whileEQM lowers the
barrier by 2.1 kcal/mol. The decrease inEQM at the barrier arises

Figure 2. Energy-optimized structures of reactant- and product-state models used in proton-transfer calculations. Cytoplasmic-oriented 13-cis, 14-trans,
15-anti retinal, CP-R (A) and CP-P1 (B); twisted 13,14-dicis retinal in the reactant EC-R1 (C) and its corresponding 13-cis, 14-trans product CP-P2 (D);
extracellular oriented 15-syn reactant EC-R2 (E) and product EC-P (F) states.
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probably from retinal planarization. The lower energy of CP-R
as compared to EC-R1 is due mainly toEnb

QM/MM (6.4 kcal/
mol) andEQM (2.1 kcal/mol).

The rapid possible conversion of EC-R1 to CP-R concurs
with molecular dynamics simulations in which the formation
of a late KL intermediate was associated with the extracellular-
to-cytoplasmic reorientation of the retinal Schiff base.35 The
data presented here would suggest that if a twisted 13,14-dicis
forms as a result of photoisomerization (i.e., in K), it may
interconvert to 13-cis, 14-trans retinal twisted toward Thr89.
As a consequence, to the rate-limiting proton-transfer barrier
calculated for 13,14-dicis retinal one must add the 8.5 kcal/
mol relative energy between EC-R1 and CP-R.

The Schiff base forms much weaker hydrogen bonds when
deprotonated than the protonated. As a result, the 13,14-dicis
deprotonated retinal relaxes to a 13-cis cytoplasmic orientation
upon energy optimization. The resulting product-state CP-P2
(cytoplasmic-oriented Schiff base, see Figure 2D) is similar to
CP-P1. The small differences between the two states concern
the position of the acidic proton on Asp85, which is closer to
Thr89 in CP-P1 and to water w402 in CP-P2. Thr89 forms a
hydrogen bond with the Schiff base. The H-C14-C15-H
retinal dihedral angle is-149.9° and-150.6° in CP-P1 and
CP-P2, respectively, agreeing well with the experimental value
of (147° ((10°).69 Moreover, the distance between the C14
retinal atom and Asp212-Cγ is 5.4 Å in CP-P1 and 5.9 Å in
CP-P2, close to the value of 4.8( 1.0 Å determined by NMR
on the M state .70

C. End States with 13-cis, 14-trans, 15-syn Retinal (Figure
1C). In the reactant state labeled EC-R2 (extracellular-oriented
Schiff base, see Figure 2E) the Schiff base is connected to Asp85
and Asp212 via hydrogen bonds with w402. A hydrogen bond
exists between Thr89 and Asp85. The relative positioning of
the QM groups does not change much between this state and
the extracellular-oriented product state modeled with 13-cis, 15-
syn retinal, EC-P (Figure 2F), where the deprotonated Schiff
base maintains its extracellular orientation and hydrogen bonds
to w402.

Proton-Transfer Pathways.The SCC-DFTB/MM-optimized
and B3LYP/MM values for the proton-transfer barriers agree
with each other to within 2.0 kcal/mol for the paths investigated
here. Unless otherwise specified, all energy values discussed
in the text are from SCC-DFTB/MM-optimized pathways. The
proton-transfer energy profiles (Figure 3A-D) share several
common features. In particular, neutralization of the donor/
acceptor charged groups results in a lower energy of the QM
fragment, EQM. Another common observation is that the
interplay betweenEnb

QM/MM and EQM largely determines the
proton transfer energy profiles. In pathways involving extra-
cellular-oriented end states, the MMnb term also contributes to
the barrier height.

A. Proton Transfer from CP -R. Cytoplasmically oriented
retinal (CP-R, Figure 2A) may deprotonate via a direct pathway
that requires significant retinal twisting and simultaneous
displacement of the Asp85 side chain (path1, Figure 3A). The
12.4 kcal/mol energy barrier (located atλ ) 0.36 in Figure 3A)

is due mainly toEnb
QM/MM (8.8 kcal/mol), whose impact on the

energy barrier is due to the structural rearrangements required
to reduce the donor-acceptor distance. The rearrangements
taking place in the active site during the pathway induce only
small changes in the surrounding MM environment, as indicated
by the transition-state values of the MM termsEnb

MM (1.7 kcal/
mol) and Eb

MM (1.4 kcal/mol). After proton transfer has
completed,EQM andEnb

QM/MM undergo variations of opposite
sign, such that in CP-P1EQM is reduced by 5.6 kcal/mol relative
to CP-R andEnb

QM/MM increased by 11.4 kcal/mol. While at
the rate-limiting stepEnb

QM/MM is almost equally contributed
by van der Waals and Coulombic interactions, the larger value
of this term in CP-P1 as compared to CP-R arises almost
entirely from electrostatic interactions.

B. Proton Transfer from EC -R1. Starting from the 13,14-
dicis retinal configuration EC-R1 (Figure 2C), the pathway
was calculated for retinal deprotonation via water w402 (path
2, Figure 3B), as previously suggested.2,10 This pathway starts
with rearrangement of water w402 which, while maintaining a
hydrogen bond to Asp85, rotates such that it breaks its hydrogen
bond to Asp212 and forms another hydrogen bond to the other
Asp212 oxygen (see insets in Figure 3B). Consequently, the
Schiff base/Asp212 hydrogen bond breaks and the Schiff base
NH group reorients toward w402, reducing to 3.1 Å the initial
3.9 Å distance between the Schiff base and w402. This gives
the rate-limiting step of the transfer, with an energy barrier of
5.6 kcal/mol (atλ ) 0.17 in Figure 3B). Further movement of
water w402 brings it closer (2.5 Å) to the Schiff base at the
second saddle point (λ ) 0.33), whose energy is 3.8 kcal/mol
higher than EC-R1. From this configuration proton transfer
occurs via w402 in a sequential manner. After proton transfer
to Asp85 has completed, retinal cis-trans isomerization around
the C14-C15 bond leads to cytoplasmic orientation of the Schiff
base.

The rate-limiting barrier is dominated by the opposite-sign
contributions ofEQM (16.7 kcal/mol) andEnb

QM/MM (-12.0 kcal/
mol). The significant contribution ofEQM arises from breaking
of the hydrogen bond between w402 and Asp212 and of the
Schiff base/Asp212 salt bridge. After the transfer of the proton
to Asp85, EQM and Enb

QM/MM reverse sign while remaining
antagonistic. That is, relative to the reactant state EC-R1, in
the product CP-P2EQM is reduced andEnb

QM/MM increased by
20 kcal/mol and 14.3 kcal/mol, respectively.

The much lower energy barrier of path2 as compared to path
1 would suggest that the former is preferred. However, the
barrier for the interconversion of EC-R1 (the starting state for
path2) into CP-R is smaller than for the proton-transfer path
2, indicating that EC-R1 is more likely to proceed with retinal
relaxation than with proton transfer. If nevertheless transfer
occurs from EC-R1, the rate-limiting proton transfer barrier
relative to the lower energy CP-R state is 14.1 kcal/mol, slightly
larger than in experiment (∼13 kcal/mol).

C. Proton Transfer from EC -R2. Two proton transfer
pathways with barriers of 6-7 kcal/mol were found from EC-
R2 (Figure 2E). One of these pathways (path3a, Figure 3C),
with a barrier of 7.3 kcal/mol, consists of a concerted proton
transfer via water 402. In the other pathway (path3b, Figure
3D) the proton is directly transferred to Asp85, with a rate-
limiting barrier of 5.9 kcal/mol. Only small rearrangements of
the active-site groups are observed in these two pathways. The

(69) Lansing, J. C.; Hohwy, M.; Jaroniec, C. P.; Creemers, A. F. L.; Lugtenburg,
J.; Herzfeld, J.; Griffin, R. G.Biochemistry2002, 41, 431-438.

(70) Griffiths, J. M.; Bennet, A. E.; Engelhard, M.; Siebert, F.; Raap, J.;
Lugtenburg, J.; Herzfeld, J.; Griffin, R. G.Biochemistry2000, 39, 362-
371.
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associated barriers have different origins in the two paths, arising
mainly fromEnb

QM/MM in path3a (Figure 3C) and fromEnb
MM

in path 3b (Figure 3D). An increase ofEQM prior to proton
transfer is observed in both paths3a and3b. Since in EC-R2
the donor, the acceptor, and the intervening w402 are well
oriented for proton transfer via w402 (Figure 2E), in this
pathway only a∼2 kcal/mol increase inEQM is observed (λ )
0.16, Figure 3C). The larger increase ofEQM to 4.6 kcal/mol in
path3b (λ ) 0.37 in Figure 3D) is due to requirement, in order
to form a direct path of twisting retinal and reorienting water
w402. A feature common to paths3a and3b is the significant
increase inEnb

MM after proton transfer has been completed,
which may arise from rearrangements of the MM water and
protein groups located below the active site (Figures 3C,D).
The 2.9 kcal/mol endothermicity observed in paths3a,b (3.9
kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31G** level) arises from electrostatic
interactions involving both QM and MM groups.

The 6-7 kcal/mol barrier associated with deprotonation of
the 15-syn retinal is much smaller than the experimental enthalpy
barrier of∼13 kcal/mol.4 However, the endothermicity of the

reaction would indicate that proton transfer from the 15-syn
intermediate is unlikely to occur. Furthermore, upon deproton-
ation the 13-cis, 15-syn retinal remains in this configuration,
with the Schiff base oriented toward the extracellular side.
Reorientation of the Schiff base toward the cytoplasmic side
would require rotation around the double bond C15dN associated
with an ∼39 kcal/mol torsional barrier.22 This implies that if
proton transfer starts from a 13-cis, 15-syn configuration, the
protein will not be able to proceed with the next steps in the
photocycle which require reprotonation of the Schiff base from
the cytoplasmic side. These energetic considerations lead to the
conclusion, in agreement with experiments,47,71 that during the
first proton-transfer step retinal is unlikely to be in a 15-syn
configuration. Further support for the incompatibility of the 15-
syn retinal with the light-adapted photocycle arises from our
investigations on the possible interconversions between retinal
pre-proton-transfer configurations. From the analysis of the
crystal structures, the twisted 13-cis,15-syn retinal was suggested

(71) Ames, J. B.; Fodor, S. P.; Gebhard, R.; Raap, J.; van der Berg, E. M. M.;
Lugtenburg, J.; Matthies, A.Biochemistry1989, 28, 3681-3687.

Figure 3. Minimum energy profile of primary proton transfer for the main donor/acceptor orientations. (A) Path1, direct proton transfer from CP-R; (B)
path2, proton transfer via w402 starting from EC-R1; (C) path3a, proton transfer via w402 from EC-R2; (D) path3b, direct proton transfer from EC-R2.
The reaction coordinateλ is the normalized sum along the path of the change in all atomic coordinates measured as an RMS difference.64 λ ) 0 is CP-R
in panel A, EC-R1 in panel B, and EC-R2 in panels C and D.λ ) 1 is the product state CP-P1 in panel A, CP-P2 in panel B, and EC-P in panels C
and D. The following colors are used for the energy terms. (Black) total energy, E; (red) interactions between QM particles,EQM; (green) nonbonded
interactions between QM and MM subsystems,Enb

QM/MM; (blue) bonded interactions between QM and MM subsystems,Eb
QM/MM; (light blue) nonbonded

interactions between MM atoms,Enb
MM; (pink) bonded interactions between MM atoms,Eb

MM. All energies are SCC-DFTB values taken relative to CP-R
in panel A, relative to EC-R1 in panel B, and relative to EC-R2 in panels C,D. The insets show the structure at various points along the path (transferred
protons shown as small spheres).
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to form from twisted, extracellular oriented 13-cis, 14-trans
during the K-to-L transition.9 This would correspond to a
transition from a structure similar to EC-R1 to the modeled
EC-R2. Our preliminary QM/MM reaction path calculations
indicate that, even though this reaction is significantly exergonic,
there is an∼19 kcal/mol associated rate-limiting barrier, which
is too high to be consistent with the experimental∼1µs time
scale of the K-to-L transition.

The possibility cannot be excluded that EC-R2, modeled
from the L-state structure of ref 9, corresponds to the dark-
adapted state, characterized by a 13-cis, 15-syn retinal: the
distance between C14 and Trp86Nε is 4.3 Å in EC-R2, as
compared to 4.2 Å from solid-state NMR72 and 4.6 Å from
solution state NMR73 data on the bR dark-adapted state.

Role of the Protein Electrostatic Environment.We have
seen above that the proton-transfer pathways are dominated by
the interactions among QM atoms and by their Coulombic
interactions with the MM protein environment. In path1, the
increase inEnb

QM/MM following proton transfer is not ac-
companied by significant changes in the MM terms (Figure 3A),
implying that this increase originates from the changed geometry
and charge distribution of the QM region. The most significant
geometry change in the QM region is the displacement of the
neutral Asp85 toward the extracellular side. This movement,
caused by the repulsion from the Thr89 hydroxyl group, is
accompanied by reorientation of the latter toward the deproton-
ated Schiff base.

Additional calculations were performed to assess the role of
the QM geometry and charge distribution on the QM:MM
Coulombic interactions. In one calculation on the reactant state
CP-R the Schiff base hydrogen was moved to Asp85.
Optimization of this hydrogen position was performed keeping
the rest of the system fixed. Compared to CP-R the total energy
of this neutral system increases by 32.9 kcal/mol, to whichEQM

contributes 19.9 kcal/mol andEcoul
QM/MM contributes 12.9 kcal/

mol. In a second calculation on CP-R, the whole MM region
was kept fixed and the QM system was geometry-optimized
for both the zwitterionic (protonated Schiff base, negatively
charged Asp85) and neutral (neutral Schiff base and Asp85)
configurations. In these calculations the energy of the neutral
state was found to be 10.6 kcal/mol higher than the zwitterionic
state. The unfavorable energy of the neutral state is due mainly
to Ecoul

QM/MM being 8.8 kcal/mol higher in the product than the
reactant, whereasEQM has approximately the same value in the
zwitterionic and neutral states. In a third calculation a QM/
MM optimization was performed, allowing the QM and MM
atoms to move (see Methods). The result of this was that in the
neutral state CP-P1 EQM is 5.6 kcal/mol lower relative to the
zwitterionic CP-R, while Ecoul

QM/MM remains unfavorable by
∼10 kcal/mol. The three calculations above indicate that, while
proton transfer lowers the energy of the QM region, it also
induces an electrostatic imbalance between this region and the
remaining protein environment. The present calculations show
that geometrical rearrangements in the retinal region, such as
movement of Asp85 toward the extracellular side, contribute
to lowering the energy of the neutral relative to the zwitterionic

state. Thus, protein flexibility is important for proton transfer.
Following proton transfer, longer time scale protein rearrange-
ments may also take place that further relieve the electrostatic
conflict between the retinal binding region and the protein
environment. However, these longer time scale structural
changes are not amenable to the present calculations. Additional
support for the existence of these motions arises from test QM/
MM calculations indicating that in a post-proton-transfer crystal
structure74 the QM/MM nonbonded interactions favor the neutral
state.

Role of Active-Site Protein Groups.The QM residues Thr89
and Asp212 are situated in close proximity to the Schiff base/
Asp85 ion pair (see Figure 2). These residues are conserved
among bacteriorhodopsins from various halobacteria, suggesting
they are important for proton pumping.75 To investigate the
possible role of these residues in retinal deprotonation, additional
calculations were performed as follows. Proton transfer energy
profiles were calculated for minimal gas-phase systems consist-
ing only of retinal and Asp85 (path1, 3b), or retinal, Asp85,
and water w402 (paths2, 3a). Thr89 and Asp212 (and w402 in
paths1, 3b) were subsequently added. These subsets of QM
atoms were selected from the SCC-DFTB/MM-optimized
pathways, and their coordinates among these pathways were
conserved. The gas-phase proton transfer energy profiles were
computed (without geometry optimization) with SCC-DFTB.
The results are presented in Figure 4A-D.

In all minimal models, proton transfer leads to an energy
decrease. Consistent with previous reports,21 the magnitude of
this energy decrease depends on the donor/acceptor orientation
and on the presence of water. Compared to the zwitterionic state,
the neutral state is favored by 12.1 kcal/mol in the case of the
extracellular-oriented 13-cis, 15-syn retinal (Figure 4C), by 17.4
kcal/mol in the case of cytoplasmic-oriented 13-cis, 15-anti
retinal (black curve in Figure 4A), and by 26.9 kcal/mol in the
case of extracellular-oriented 13,14-dicis retinal (black curve
in Figure 4B). In the first case (13-cis, 15-syn retinal with the
Schiff base pointing toward Asp85), the presence of water w402
contributes to the stability of the zwitterionic state (Figure 4C,D).
The stability of the neutral state is consistent with the much
higher proton affinity of gas-phase acetate relative to all-trans
retinal (∼100 kcal/mol). Addition of Thr89 does not affect the
proton-transfer barrier but stabilizes the zwitterionic state by
2.3 kcal/mol (path3a, Figure 4C) to 6.4 kcal/mol (path2, Figure
4B). The stabilizing role of Thr89 is confirmed by the finding
that in the Thr89Val mutant the calculated energy difference
between the end states increases by 6.0 kcal/mol relative to the
wild type. In other words, the zwitterionic state becomes more
unfavored upon removal of the Thr89 hydroxyl group. This
concurs with QM/MM results indicating that Thr89 stabilizes
the ion pair in the all-trans ground state34 and with the calculated
impact of an active-site threonine residue on the visual rhodopsin
ion pair state.76 Further stabilization of the zwitterionic state
arises upon inclusion of Asp212 (green curves in Figure 4A-
D). The impact of Asp212 is most significant for the cytoplasmic-
oriented retinal in the absence of w402, in which case it

(72) Helmle, M.; Patzelt, H.; Ockenfels, A.; Ga¨rtner, W.; Oesterhelt, D.;
Bechinger, B.Biochemistry2000, 39, 10066-10071.

(73) Patzelt, H.; Simon, B.; terLaak, A.; Kessler, B.; Ku¨hne, R.; Scmieder, P.;
Oesterhelt, D.; Oschkinat, H.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2002, 99, 9765-
9770.

(74) Sass, H. J.; Bu¨ldt, G.; Gessenich, R.; Hehn, D.; Neff, D.; Schlesinger, R.;
Berendzen, J.; Ormos, P.Nature2000, 406, 649-653.

(75) Brown, L. S.Biochemistry (Moscow) 2001, 66, 1249-1255.
(76) Sugihara, M.; Buss, V.; Entel, P.; Hafner, J.J. Phys. Chem. B2004, 108,

3673-3680.
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stabilizes the zwitterionic state by∼11 kcal/mol (green curve
in Figure 4A).

Given the much higher proton affinity of acetate than retinal,
it is expected that proton transfer occurs spontaneously in the
minimal gas-phase models. This is indeed observed for paths
1, 2, and3b (black curves in Figure 4A,B,D) but not for path
3a, where there is a 5.2 kcal/mol energy barrier (black curve in
Figure 4C). In the case of path2, breaking and forming of
hydrogen bonds between w402 and Asp212 and between the
Schiff base and Asp212 lead to the 10 kcal/mol barrier observed
when Asp212 is added (green curve in Figure 4B).

Other polar groups surrounding the QM region (e.g., water
molecules, tyrosine and tryptophan residues) are also likely to
have an impact on the energy profile. Moreover, Arg82, an
amino acid residue that is part of the extracellular proton release
group, has a significant impact on the proton transfer from the
retinal Schiff base when extracellularly oriented. For example,
when the Arg82 partial charge is switched off, the barrier for
path3b increases by 3.6 kcal/mol. For cytoplasmically oriented
retinal, the effect is much smaller (1 kcal/mol for path1).

Conclusions

Retinal protonation and deprotonation is part of the proton-
pumping photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin. In visual and sensory
rhodopsins, deprotonated retinal is associated with the signaling
state. Accordingly, control of the protonation state of their
chromophore is a major issue in the function of retinal proteins.

The electrostatic environment of these proteins is adjusted such
that the transfer of the Schiff base proton to a nearby carboxylate
is an activated process. In the particular case of bacterio-
rhodopsin, proton transfer does not take place before retinal
photoisomerization even though the proton donor and acceptor
groups are connected through hydrogen bonds to water 402.
For proton transfer to take place retinal must first photoisomer-
ize, leading to a specific geometry of the binding site.15,21,77

Both the barrier height and the relative energies of the
zwitterionic and neutral states are crucial for the primary proton-
transfer activity. Also important is the capacity of retinal to
orient its deprotonated Schiff base toward the cytoplasmic side,
such that it can be reprotonated from Asp96 at a later stage in
the photocycle. The present calculations suggest that this
reorientation cannot be achieved when deprotonation occurs
from a 13-cis, 15-syn retinal configuration. Consequently,
consistent with experimental findings,47,71 the 13-cis, 15-syn
configuration cannot be the state accumulating prior to proton
transfer. The protein avoids the unproductive 13-cis, 15-syn
deprotonated retinal states by rendering unlikely the formation
of 13-cis, 15-syn photointermediates78 and their deprotonation.

The 13-cis, 15-anti retinal appears to be compatible with the
photocycle regardless of the isomeric state around the 14-15
bond. The 13,14-dicis retinal is significantly higher in energy,
and it is more likely to relax to a 13-cis, 14-trans configuration
than to proceed with proton transfer.

(77) Sheves, M.; Albeck, A.; Friedman, N.; Ottolenghi, M.Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U.S.A. 1986, 83, 3262-3266.

(78) Orlandi, G.; Schulten, K.Chem. Phys. Lett. 1979, 64, 370-374.

Figure 4. Role of protein active site groups in proton transfer. Panels A to D: same paths as those in Figure 3. The following color codes are used: (black
curves) minimal proton-transfer models consisting of retinal and Asp85 (A, D) or retinal Asp85 and w402 (B, C); (red curves) addition of Thr89; (green
curves) addition of Asp212; (blue curve) addition of w402 (A, D). Energies are SCC-DFTB values. See Figure 3 for description ofλ.
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The configuration of the 13-cis, 14-trans cytoplasmic-oriented
retinal found by our QM/MM calculations is similar to that
indicated by an L-state crystal structure that became available
after completion of this work.79 However, an important differ-
ence between these two structures is the position of water w402.
Based on the interpretation of electron density changes, in ref
79 it was proposed that during the K-to-L transition water w402
translocates from below to above the retinal Schiff base and
further moves to the intracellular side during the L-to-M
transition. This interesting proposal concurs with recent obser-
vations on the dynamics of internal water molecules from FTIR80

and from QM/MM proton-transfer37 and molecular dynamics35

calculations. Our preliminary QM/MM pathway calculations
(not shown) indicate a high-energy barrier (∼15 kcal/mol)
associated with this water translocation, inconsistent with the
experimental microsecond time scale for the rise of L. However,
the possibility cannot be excluded that in the L intermediate a
cytoplasmic water molecule becomes more ordered, while w402
becomes more disordered. When water w402 is absent, the
cytoplasmic-oriented retinal can easily deprotonate over a 6.3
kcal/mol energy barrier, much lower than the experimental
value. The fact that in the absence of water w402 proton transfer
occurs much faster than the experimental time scale is consistent
with the presence of water w402 during proton transfer.

Detailed energy decomposition of the proton-transfer energy
profiles has allowed quantification of the opposite-sign effects
of the Asp85/retinal interaction and the interaction between these
two groups with the protein electrostatic environment. The key
role of the protein electrostatic interactions for the bacterio-
rhodopsin proton transfer detailed here is consistent with the
concepts that electrostatic effects are crucial for enzymatic
catalysis33,81and may control the reactions of retinal proteins.18,82

The stability of the ion pair state in bacteriorhodopsin depends
partly on the configuration of the retinal, which determines
specific relative orientations of the proton donor and acceptor
groups and partly on electrostatic interactions with the active-
site groups Thr89, Asp212, and w402 (which themselves also
depend on the retinal configuration).

The results presented here suggest a qualitative model for
the mechanism by which bacteriorhodopsin controls retinal
deprotonation. In this model, just prior to the first proton-transfer
step the electrostatic environment acting on the retinal region
is not very different from that in the nonisomerized, bR state,
in which the stabilization of the zwitterionic state may be
achieved through a preorganized protein electrostatic environ-
ment.83 Indeed, spectroscopic data indicate that no significant
conformational changes take place in the first half of the
photocycle.1,49,50 As a result of retinal photoisomerization the
interactions of the donor and acceptor groups with the pre-
organized protein environment changes such that neutralization
of the donor/acceptor pair becomes energetically favorable. This
requires a certain degree of protein flexibility but nevertheless
occurs faster than the protein can adapt its conformation to the
new charge distribution. Consequently, an electrostatic conflict
arises between the retinal Schiff base region and the rest of the
protein. The possibility exists that the subsequent larger-scale
conformational changes that occur after retinal deprotonation1

are induced by the electrostatic conflict revealed here. Further
calculations will be performed to investigate this hypothesis.
Molecular movies of some transfer paths86 are downloadable
from http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/biocomp/fischer/
.MolScript2.1.284 and Povray3.1g85 were used in preparing
Figures 2 and 3.
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